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A better balance

F

igures released by the Department
for Education suggest there are
an increasing number of teachers
taking more sick leave per year amid
rising concerns over stress, workload
and pupil behaviour. What’s more, with
an estimated 13 million work days a
year across all businesses lost due to
stress-related illnesses, keeping staff free
from even the common cold can seem a
challenge.
Aside from taking some well-earned
time off to recharge your batteries, it’s
important to stay as fit and healthy as
possible to ensure that your body (and
mind) are the best equipped they can
be to deal with the demands of working
as a teacher. But with work and home
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life consuming so much of our time, just
where does exercise fit in?
At motive8, we are seeing a significant
increase in enquiries into corporate
wellbeing. From onsite facilities
to fitness training programmes,
businesses, including schools, are
taking the health of their employees
very seriously. The key is to make
exercise accessible and easy - having a
facility on-site which teachers can pop
into either during their lunch or free
periods or before or after school begins
has proven to really help people fit
exercise into their daily routine.
In addition to installing onsite fitness
facilities, we are regularly asked to

Top Tips
•

Build downtime
into your schedule:
When you plan your
week, make it a
point to schedule
time with your family
and friends, and
activities that help
you recharge.

•

Ditch activities that
drain your time or
energy: Take stock of
activities that don’t
enhance your career
or personal life, and
minimize the time
you spend on them.

•

Reconsider your
chores: Consider
whether you can
outsource any of
yourtime-consuming
tasks.

•

Get moving: Exercise
will ultimately
help you get more
done by boosting
your energy level
and ability to
concentrate.

•

A little relaxation
goes a long way: Set
realistic goals, like
leaving school earlier
one night per week.

run weekly weight loss programmes.
Based on the group’s own goals, the
programme features weekly weigh-ins
and advice on managing food, sleep
and stress, with a financial incentive
for the person with the greatest
weight loss.
However whilst some people will jump
at the chance to build fitness into their
timetables, installing an onsite facility
or fitness programme doesn’t always
guarantee a good uptake of these
services. It is therefore important to
consider how to encourage employees
to make the most of these facilities
in order to help start the process
of building a healthier and happier
workforce.

If you are interested
in installing a fitness
facility in your school
or refurbishing an
existing facility, get in
touch with motive8 for
a no obligation quote –
info@m8group.co.uk
/ 0800 028 0198. For
more information, see
www.m8group.co.uk
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Travel News

Asia
Gardens
Alicante

W

ith the long nights and snow on the way, the
unique Asia Gardens Hotel and Thai Spa is enticing
guests to its sumptuous tropical surrounds with its
alluring combination of warm micro-climate, luxurious services
and unrivalled access to some of the region’s finest golf
courses, vineyards and local culture.
From the Balinese influence on the rooms, to the private
Thai spa cabins and expanse of Asian-styled tropical gardens
with spectacular views over the Mediterranean, everything is
designed to bring complete peace of mind.
With over 160 different botanical species and rambling water
features throughout the resort, the subtle Eastern scents and
soothing sounds of Asia Gardens promises the ultimate in
exclusivity and relaxation.
Winter here is among the warmest in Southern Europe, with an
average of eight hours’ cloud-free sunshine per day. Perfect for
the February half-term holiday…
asiagardens.es/en

Key features
•

Two 18-hole championship
golf courses, walking
distance from the hotel

•

Pirate Kids Club: supervised,
providing organised
activities

•

Five restaurants, including
Asian fusion, Mediterranean
and international gourmet
cuisine – with extensive
outdoor dining

•

Convention Centre caters
for up to 1000 people

The
Setai
Miami Beach
S

ituated in a prime, oceanfront location on South Beach,
at the north end of Miami’s historic Art Deco District,
The Setai, Miami Beach offers guests an intimate and
serene experience in a building that combines Art Deco
architecture with Asian-inspired interior motifs.

Key features
•

Sixteenimpeccably detailed suites are set in an oasis of
tropical gardens, sparkling pools and a white sandy beach.
The Setai presents a refreshing balance between the thriving
South Beach scene and a serene tropical hideaway.

The Art Deco Building: 85
Studio Suites, One-Bedroom
Suites, Junior Suites and Bilevel Suites

•

In time for its 10th anniversary celebration in November 2014,
The Setai, Miami Beach completed a multi million dollar series
of property-wide beautification projects that included the
closure and full reconstruction of the luxury hotel’s iconic trio
of temperature-controlled infinity pools, further enhancing this
exceptional hotel.

The Tower - Ocean Suites:
including 34 One and
Two-Bedroom Suites, and
Speciality Suites - The
Entertainment Suite, Grand
Suite and The Penthouse

•

The Spa at The Setai by
THÉMAÉ - features four
private suites with ocean
and pool views, a private
bath and steam room and
offers en-suite spa and pool
side treatments

In July 2014, the hotel became the first “by THÉMAÉ” spa in
the U.S, offering specially formulated THÉMAÉ treatments and
products created from four types of teas: red (rooibos), white,
green and black teas.
“Our spa is known for bringing the traditions of the Pacific Rim
to Miami Beach, so we are excited to incorporate treatments
and products inspired by the Asian art of tea into our spa
experience,” said Laura De La Rosa, Spa Director, The Spa at
The Setai by THÉMAÉ. “This partnership represents two Asianinspired luxury lifestyle brands coming together to enhance
our guests’ spa experience, while restoring and realigning
both body and spirit.”
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Travel News

Grand Resort
Bad Ragaz
Switzerland

Wilderness
Safaris
Africa

F

ollowing a 100 million Euro renovation project (completed in June 2009), Grand Resort Bad Ragaz is now
a premium European spa and health destination. The
spa retreat includes dazzling Spa Suites with private saunas
and mineral water on tap; a 5,500 square metre spa with
Swarovski crystal steam room; a refurbished medical centre
with 70 staff including specialist doctors & consultants and
the renovated Tamina Therme, an all natural thermal bath.

Key features
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•

Three nights‘ half-board accommodation

•

Daily fitness classes at the Body and Sports
(Indoor and Outdoor)

•

One 50-minute personal training session

•

Individual exercise plan for at home

•

Daily 3-course-menu at Cuisine Equilibrée at
the Restaurant Bel-Air (15 GaultMillau points)
or at the restaurant Olives d’Or

•

A nutrition consultation for a healthy mother
and child

•

One Gold Temptation treatment in the Private
Spa

•

Hair dresser, manicure & pedicure to feel fresh
faced and beautiful

Located in the picturesque Heidiland region in the eastern
part of Switzerland, Grand Resort Bad Ragaz is only one hour
from Zurich Airport. Surrounded by lush green mountains,
fresh flowing water and clean crisp air it is the perfect setting for a health retreat!
Understanding the demands of a new baby on energy and
time, the new Post-Baby Programme seeks to ease the first
few months of motherhood by finding the perfect balance
between being a new mother and a woman. Looking at the
need for mothers to enjoy some time to themselves, to relax
and enjoy pampering beauty treatments to bring a healthy
glow to stressed skin, but also to get fresh air, be active, and
recover their former shapes with a customised training and
nutrition programme – Grand Resort Bad Ragaz has introduced a new package which makes this all possible without
demanding too much time away from newborns.
The Post-Baby Programme is available from 2,530 Swiss
Francs (approx. £1,663) for three nights in a Deluxe room,
with further upgrades available. A minimum stay of three
nights is required.

W

ilderness is a conservation organisation and ecotourism company that specialises in memorable
wildlife experiences in some of the most remote
and pristine areas of southern Africa, across Botswana,
Namibia, Malawi, South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe and North
Island in the Seychelles.
With a total of some 70 lodges, camps and safaris across
these countries, Wilderness offers a diverse range of wildlife,
marine and cultural safaris.
Wilderness Safaris offers a specially designed children’s
programme to ensure an enjoyable experience for the whole
family. Making the most of the surrounding natural environment, the Bush Buddy Programme includes a wide selection
of entertaining and educational activities that will appeal to
children of all ages.
Wilderness Safaris’ Child Travel Policy makes its family safari
offering both affordable and flexible. At all camps that have
family rooms, children receive a 65% discount during off-peak
season and a 35% discount during peak season. This reduced
rate has also been extended up to, and including, age 16 – if
sharing with an adult in a family room, triple or twin.
Whatever the age and personal tastes of the children, the kaleidoscopic spectrum of activities on offer, as well as Wilderness
Safaris’ well-trained staff and family-friendly accommodation, is
guaranteed to ensure the family safari is enjoyed by all.

Key facts
•

Wilderness Safaris operates camps and safaris
in some of Africa’s best wildlife and wilderness
reserves across nine different countries:
Botswana, Congo, Kenya, Malawi, Namibia,
Seychelles, South Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

•

Recognising that conservation is as much about
people as about the environment, the company
has pursued important goals through its Children
in the Wilderness programme, as well as through
the Wilderness Wildlife Trust.

•

Wilderness Safaris firmly believes that its single
most important achievement to date is to have
built a sustainable business model that does not
compromise environmental principles and which
provides jobs, training, skills, careers, adjusted
horizons, hope and a realistic alternative to less
sustainable development.

www.wilderness-safaris.com
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Travel News

Dormy
House
Worcestershire
K

ick-start your New Year’s Eve
Resolutions with a healthy spa
break this January and February
at Dormy House. The ‘Dormytox’ retreat
is a combination of one-on-one personal
training, rejuvenating treatments, and a
choice of menu (naughty, nice or nutritious) during a two night mid-week stay.
Check-in to a delightful Intimate Room,
and after settling in make your way
to the award-winning House Spa, the
heart of the Dormytox, which opened in
February 2014 after a complete refurbishment. Enjoy a swim in the infinity
pool, relax in the outdoor hydro pool
and appreciate a glass of Veuve Clicquot
in the Champagne Nail Parlour.

Maldives, Mauritius and Zanzibar

T

The Residence Maldives has launched a
new Mini Marine Biologist programme.
Water babies can set sail on a journey
of marine discovery with The Residence
Maldives’ new Mini Marine Biologist
programme, all under the beady eye of
expert guides. Learn to use a mask and
snorkel in the shallows, spotting plenty
of fish right beneath their feet, or for
the more confident swimmers head
out on an excursion to view the atoll’s
vibrant tropical fish, reef formations
and other marine life.
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For those after a strict health kick start
to the New Year and those searching for
some post-Christmas pampering Dormy
House has a wonderful naughty, nice
and nutritious menu to make choosing
easy. Guests can enjoy a two-course
dinner on one night of their stay in The
Potting Shed and a two-course dinner in
The Garden Room on the other evening.

Key facts

The Residence
he Residence by Cenizaro have
long been known for their family-friendly credentials at their
properties in Mauritius, Zanzibar and
the Maldives. For 2015, each property is
launching a new experience for children
to enjoy, either learning about the local
cuisine and putting their creative talents to the test, or discovering the local
culture and environment

After a gym session head back to the
thermal suites for an afternoon of
ultimate relaxation or spoil yourself
with one of the rejuvenating therapies
by Temple Spa which take place in the
‘Suite of Treats’ – a suite of six treatment
rooms, including a Couples’ Closet.

•

The two-night mid-week
Dormytox Retreat starts
from £565 per person and is
based on two people sharing an Intimate Room.

•

This includes one 60-minute studio session with a
personal trainer; a 2-hour
45-minute Serious Detox
Treatment; and a choice
of menus with two light
lunches at The Greenhouse
and two dinners in The Potting Shed and The Garden
Room.

•

Available Monday to Thursday nights only in January
and February 2015.

Key features
•

Three nights‘ half-board
accommodation

•

A nutrition consultation for a
healthy mother and child

•

Daily fitness classes at the Body
and Sports (Indoor and Outdoor)

•

•

Individual exercise plan for at
home

Hair dresser, manicure and
pedicure to feel fresh faced
and beautiful

After viewing the coral first-hand, children
will be taught more about the fragility of
this environment and have the chance to
sponsor a baby coral. This marine magic
will be completed with 25% off a family
dolphin cruise* to see the large pods of
dolphins just a short ride from the shores
of The Residence Maldives.
Meanwhile, The Residence Mauritius
and The Residence Zanzibar have
launched a Mini Bakers programme.
In Mauritius, learn to make a tropical,

authentic Mauritian pastry – breadfruit
paratha – with Chef Kelley. And in
Zanzibar, master the art of cupcake
making, in an array of tropical coloured
icings. Paratha, which originated in
India, can be a round, heptagonal
or square shape and has become a
Mauritian staple over the centuries.
In the classes, children will learn to
knead the dough, and create delicious
stuffings for their parcels, as well as
learn to bake light, fluffy cupcakes
with delicious, colourful toppings.
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Wine & Spirits

What’s
new?

After a month of over-indulgence at Christmas, there is
no better time than the New Year to focus on quality
rather than quantity. We have picked out five cracking
bottles to savour slowly.

MARQUES DE CASA CONCHA CHARDONNAY 2012
Tesco, £11.99
Winemaker Marcelo Papa has enjoyed a distinguished career at Viña Concha y Toro. He has
been in charge for ten years of perhaps the most famous and traditional wine range in
the Super Premium segment not just at the Company, but also in Chile. Marques de Casa
Concha is the brand that embodies the full character and nobility of grape varieties with a
history in Chile.
This Chardonnay is from a vineyard grown at 135m above sea level on the south bank of
the Limari River in the Limari Valley north of Santiago. The soil here is rich in clay and
calcium carbonate. Winemaker Marcelo Papa fermented this wine aged it in French oak
for eleven months.
Lemon yellow, green gold tints. Ripe pineapple and lemon nose, with oaky vanilla notes.
Creamy but fresh palate with cleansing acid. Good, classic new World Chardonnay.

The King’s Favour Sauvignon Blanc 2012
Majestic - £14.99 or £9.99 (Mix and Match 2 bottles save 33%)

Domaine Gayda Figure Libre Cabernet Franc 2012
£14.00 Jeroboams
Opaque, perfumed with fragrant black cherry, cassis and spice. Full bodied, intense with
countless layers of flavour including blackcurrant, cedar and graphite. Dense fruit on the
palate is bound by a structure of fine grained tannins and a lively acidity.
Situated in the foothills of the Pyrenees, surrounded by its vineyards, Domaine Gayda is
a new destination in the Languedoc, 25km south west of Carcassonne, in the village of
Brugairolles. Figure Libre is our concept of vineyard care and winemaking with no script
or safety net. Our vineyards are treated in such a way as to encourage biodiversity with
minimal intervention, allowing the grapes to fully express their natural flavours and aromas.
The winemaking is innovative and passionate, creating from the heart something that
encapsulates fully the Spirit of the Languedoc

Plaimont Producteurs AOC Pacherenc du Vic Bilh Duc de Termes 2011
£5.99 Tesco
Intensely aromatic with flavours of white peach and apricot complemented by sweet notes
of vanilla, honey and spice. The lively round full palate is perfectly balanced by a refreshing
acidity producing a long rich finish.
Situated in the heart of South-West France, Plaimont’s vineyards stretch from the Pyrenean
foothills to the rolling Gascony hillsides. It covers the appellations of Saint Mont, Madiran,
Pacherenc du Vic-Bilh and IGP Côtes de Gascogne.

Winemaker Brent Marris is descended from the noble De Marisco family, whose members
variously fell in and out of favour with the English monarchy in the 12th and 13th
centuries. As Marlborough’s favourite grape, Sauvignon Blanc here represents a time of the
King’s Favour.
A lively and intense, yet focused nose, with fresh citrus and a youthful, sweet tree sap
note. Stony and firm on the palate, with an incisive, Sancerre-like structure, albeit with a
ripe, rounded edge.

The Duppy Share
At the forefront of the UK’s premium rum revolution and imbibing the pioneering spirit of
its island heritage, The Duppy Share is livening up drinks cabinets with a contemporary
offering that brings something completely new to the rum category.
The Duppy Share is distilled in the Caribbean by fourth generation rum masters and then
bottled in London. The spirit provides a superior flavour profile, combining the bold,
tropical fruit flavours of a fine three year old Jamaican rum with the smooth, oaky notes of
an exceptional five year old Barbados rum. Old American oak bourbon barrels give the rum
a golden tint and add subtle oaky, caramel flavours.

Domaine des Oullières Rouge 2012, AOC Coteaux d’Aix-en
Provence, £10.95, Yapp Brothers
This red wine is made from hand-harvested grapes at Domaine des Oullières – a family
winery that has been making wine for seven generations. It is a blend of 40% each of
Cabernet Sauvignon and Grenache Noir, along with 20% Syrah. Almost a Rhône/Bordeaux
fusion in style, it is medium bodied, versatile, and easy drinking, with a wealth of briary,
peppery fruit and ripe, rounded tannins. Its velvety finish makes it an ideal partner to
warming casseroles.

The brand takes its name from the dark spirits of Caribbean folklore known as duppies.
It is said that in the dead of night, when the distillers’ backs are turned, they journey
between islands, stealing a share of the rum left ageing in old oak barrels. Spirit masters,
and skilled in the fine art of blending, the duppies take only the best. The Caribbean’s
equivalent to whisky’s Angel Share, this is The Duppy Share.
A beautifully designed bottle complements the superior taste of The Duppy Share blend,
with an evocative label design inspired by 1930s travel posters that brings alive the
nostalgic, sophisticated Caribbean feel of the brand.
At ABV 40%, The Duppy Share launched exclusively into Selfridges in July 2014, available
in 70cl bottles, RRP £37.99 and is now also be available to buy from The Whisky Exchange,
Master of Malt and www.theduppyshare.com for £27.99.
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Wine & Spirits

Restaurants

Hand-made by Nature
he Austrian wine industry has been working hard to
restore its reputation after the huge damage it suffered
after a scandal in 1985 revealed that some wine
brokers had been adulterating wines with Diethylene glycol.

T

The Vinea Wachau is an organization of Wachau producers
who united in 1983 to create a trade association that will
not only promote Wachau wines worldwide but also protect
the image and integrity of the Wachau wine region.

In repositioning itself as a producer of quality wines,
instead of cheap bulk wines, Austria is again gaining the
attention of the international wine markets – and in the
Wachau the country now has a region to be truly proud of.

Members of the Vinea Wachau not only must follow
Austria’s strict wine laws but also abide by the associations
own standards, to ensure that the quality of the wine in
the glass is determined solely by nature.

The Wachau is a UNESCO world heritage site and region of
natural beauty, and lies in the Danube valley between the
towns of Melk and Krems. The Grüner Veltliner and Riesling
varieties prevail on 1350 hectares, partly on very steepinclined terraces. The best vineyard sites produce some
of the best white wine in the world with decades of aging
potential.

Any ‘betrayal of nature’ is not permitted. That means:
no additives of any kind; no artificial concentration (the
natural composition of the grapes, must and wine may
not be altered using technical methods, such as vacuum
distillation, reverse osmosis, kyroextraktion /grape
freezing, etc); and no aromatisation (barrique use, wood
chips and tannin powder are not permitted).

While most of Austria follows a wine classification systems
based on ripeness and harvest must weight that parallels
the German wine classification system, Wachau wines have
a unique classification system.
The three classification levels for Wachau wine include
Steinfeder for wines up to 11.5% alcohol level, Federspiel
for wines between 11.5–12.5% and Smaragd that must have
a minimum of 12.5% alcohol level. Despite its renown, the
Wachau is a small wine region that usually accounts for
only around 3% of Austria’s wine production.

Where to buy
Austrian Wine and Spirits (austrianwineandspirits.co.uk)
are one of only a handful of importers of wines
from the Wachau into the UK. Buyer Chris Zemann
selects their wines direct from the vineyards of the
Wachau, as well as Niederösterreich (Lower Austrian),
Burgenland and Steiermark (Styria).

The Jones
Family Project
The Jones Family Project is a unique, independent
restaurant and bar in Shoreditch, London, founded by a
‘modern family’ of tight-knit friends who have created a
perfect space to share their passion for food, drink and
enjoying time with friends, colleagues and family.
The frequently morphing design and ever-evolving ‘project’
concept means every visit is different, with whimsical
design features such as over-sized ceramic pots that tower
over your head, a tree growing through a table and a
graffiti covered street entrance.
Classic and inventive dishes are offered from morning
until midnight, throughout all the diverse areas of the
spacious two-floor venue. Ingredients are carefully sourced
from suppliers with sound practices and quality produce
(including select UK artisan producers such as The Ginger
Pig (exclusively supplying a special Pork Rib Eye cut for the
menu), Olivier Bakery and Jumi Cheese) and cooked freshly
to order by an experienced and attentive team of chefs.
The Jones Family Project offers a flexible space ideal for both
work and relaxation with friends, colleagues and family.
Whatever your mood or the purpose of your visit, there is an
area to suit: booths for small groups, a large communal table
under an indoor tree and even a “private office for one” in
the window free for anyone to use.
www.jonesfamilyproject.co.uk
@JonesShoreditch
The Jones Family Project,
78 Great Eastern Street, London, EC2A 3JL

Linnea
Kew, London
Linnea is the perfect destination for mouth-watering
modern cuisine. This eatery offers affordable fine dining in
a very relaxed and intimate atmosphere.
Head chef /owner Jonas Karlsson is Michelin trained and
the former executive chef at Harvey Nichols 5th floor. Jonas
combines seasonal British ingredients with a Swedish flare
and current menu items include Smoked scallops with leek
and endive fondue and toasted almonds and Roasted duck
supreme with savoy cabbage, chestnuts and pear gravy.
Desserts include a smooth dark chocolate tart with white
chocolate ice cream and warm banana cake with a vanilla
crème fraiche.
As our reviewer put it: “This superb little restaurant on the
green is one you must try. Excellent menu, great wine list,
superb service and all done in a delightful environment. “
www.linneakew.co.uk
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History

Did your
ancestors
fight alongside
Wellington,
Kitchener or
Nelson?
F

orces War Records is the leading website to visit
for those researching their family’s military history. Specialising only in military history, the genealogy site contains over six million records of individuals
who have served from medieval times - right through to
the present day. This fascinating site also has a crack
team of professional researchers and military experts on
hand to personally uncover extra layers of history about
long gone forebears. Its mission is to hold the most indepth, accurate and helpful military records available.
Records include those from the British Army, Navy,
Royal Air Force, Royal Marines, Territorials – and even
the Merchant Navy.
Forces War Records (FWR) was created six years ago at
the request of sister site Forces Reunited members who
had hit dead-ends whilst looking for military service
information on their ancestors using other genealogy
sites. Uniquely, Forces War Records contains records
for British and Commonwealth armed forces personnel
that are cross-matched with over 4,000 regiments,
bases and ships going back to 1350. Users can search
for ancestors who were serving during the Napoleonic
Wars (including Waterloo and Trafalgar), Victorian
conflicts (Boer War, African Wars, Crimean War) World
War One, World War Two and more recent events too.
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Initial searches are free, but for a subscription costing, at
most, £8.95 a month, users have complete, unrestricted
access to Forces War Records’ data. Every time a search
is made all files are cross-referenced automatically and
every relevant article will appear where a particular
ancestor is referenced. Search results can include such
information as an individual’s rank, nationality, service
number, campaign medals, regiment, battalion and
promotion dates and more).
Unfortunately, many records have been lost or
destroyed over the years, but Forces War Records has
one of the most comprehensive collections available.
Typical further files are those killed or injured in action,
those mentioned in dispatches or awarded medals.
The site also holds many exclusive lists which are
unavailable elsewhere. They include imperial prisoners
of war held in Italy, 1943, Home Guard officer lists from
1939-45 and The British Jewry Book of Honour, 1922.
With such a breadth of information it’s no surprise
that the military records of well-known names such as
Douglas Bader, Denis Thatcher and John Le Mesurier
can also be seen on the site.
The Forces War Records team works tirelessly to ensure
that its existing data is added to daily as new records, from

across the world, become available. Two of FWR’s
expert researchers are also permanently embedded
at the National Archives at Kew, to search out fresh
data for adding to the site so it can be quickly and
easily retrieved. Such investigations would take
an unskilled person many days to seek out if they
visited the centre personally.
Original documents transcribed Every detail of
these original, often fragile and fading records is
painstakingly transcribed by a team of fastidious
data entry analysts. To ensure the very highest
levels of accuracy they are all UK-based with
English as their mother tongue – and Forces
War Records is the only site that transcribes
virtually all its own data, meaning records can be
amended or altered if more verifiable, correct data
subsequently comes to light.

For those trying to solve riddles of old black and
white military snapshots, photo experts can help
with when they may have been taken and other
fascinating insights. Combined, all of these
additions paint a much fuller picture than can
be gleaned from a simple name record. A visitor
forum and Forces War Records shop, selling
bespoke memorial scrolls and reproduction
medals, enrich the experience still further.
And when the ancestral trail goes cold, help is only
a click away, with expert historians on hand to act
as personal researchers. For a fee of just £99.95,
Forces War Records can unravel more complex
mysteries.
For more information, visit forces-war-records.co.uk

FWR has also compiled a fascinating historic
documents library that holds over 1,000
publications, some more than a hundred years old.
Pictures, journals, poignant and beautifully written
personal war diaries are just part of the archive.
Expert researchers and ‘personal research’
service Forces War Records’ customer support is
exceptional. It employs a team of professional
genealogical researchers, many of them history
graduates or former military personnel who
add supplementary contextual nuggets to the
files. For instance, a record noting an ancestor’s
‘emergency commission into the Medical Corps’
is explained to the lay person as a period when
more doctors had been urgently recruited.
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Technology

Audio Pro
The specialist loudspeaker company
from Sweden, has announced the
latest addition to its wireless speaker
range. The T9 is a compact single stereo
speaker with modern Scandinavian
style, using the latest Bluetooth 4.0
standard technology for high-quality
wireless music transmission.
Available as part of Audio Pro’s
COLORISTA range, the T9 comes in black,
white, Dirty Pink, Royal Blue, Grey and
Lime Green matt lacquer or striking gloss
orange and with a leather carry handle.
It has an SRP of £249.00.
Requiring just a power cable to get up
and running, and with its built-in digital
amplifier, DSP (Digital Signal Processing)
and digital filters, the T9 delivers
room-filling stereo sound from a single
compact speaker. Measuring just 28 cm
wide, the T9 delivers deep and powerful
bass and crystal clear treble thanks to its
high-quality drive units and 50 Watts of
Digital Class D power.
For the best possible wireless
connection, Bluetooth 4.0 combined
with aptX technology allows the

connection of any compatible
smartphone, tablet or musicplaying device. For more permanent
installations, a single 3.5 mm stereo
jack socket is mounted on the rear
along with a USB socket for easy
charging of a smartphone or tablet.
To help tune the speaker to its
environment, a Bass Level selector
switch allows users to increase or
decrease the bass as required and
were additional bass reinforcement
necessary, a subwoofer can also be
added, such as the similarly styled
Audio Pro ADDON SUB. For convenient

operation, a stylish remote control,
which has been milled from a solid
billet of aluminium, is also supplied.
All Audio Pro products can
be purchased from specialist
retailers or direct from the
dedicated Audio Pro retail website
– www.audioprodirect.co.uk/,
which gives customers a 14 day,
money back home trial (T&C’s
apply – check website for details).

OPPO Digital
The renowned manufacturer of high
performance universal Blu-ray disc
players, has introduced its family of
planar magnetic headphones with
the launch of the PM-1 and PM-2.
The result of many years of research
and development by a team of
passionate audio and acoustics

engineers, chemical and material
scientists and audiophiles, the PM-1
features a number of technological
breakthroughs and proprietary
technology, all designed to offer
exceptional levels of performance,
comfort and luxurious finish.
The PM-1 is constructed using
the finest materials for the best in
performance, reliability and comfort.
The hand-picked lambs leather-

covered latex ear cushions (a set
of alternative velour ear cushions
are also included) and headband
achieve superior comfort, whilst all
of the metal parts have been highly
polished to achieve the desired
luxurious finish. When not in use, the
PM-1’s can be stored in the luxurious
wooden box or, if away from home,
the supplied selvedge denim carrying
case.
The PM-2 is a more affordable
version of the premium PM-1. With a
suggested retail price of only £699.00,
the PM-2 features the same drive
units as the PM-1 yet reduces costs
by replacing the luxurious handfinished metal and leather parts
with replacements more suitable for
quantity production.
(www.oppo-bluray.co.uk)
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